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Homecoming is a traditional event at HAS. It is a time for students to celebrate and have fun. People get to dress

up, make friends, and eat. This year, Homecoming took place at Fleur Lis hotel on Oct. 23 and this year the

theme was "casino." People who attended Homecoming were required to dress formally and students expected a

wonderful Homecoming. The ticket price was $777 NTD for high school students, $1200 NTD for couples, and

$600 NTD for middle schoolers. Homecoming included a feast and events such as dancing, balloon-popping and

card games. HAS sophomore Bill Cheng said he thinks the importance of Homecoming is a great bonding

experience. He is expecting new couples to have formed as a result of Homecoming. According to senior Alex

Tung, Homecoming is important because it’s a great chance for couples to dance with each other. He expected 

 couples to kiss each other. The first activity started around 7:30 p.m. It was very fun according to the people

who participated in it. People tied balloons to their feet and after the host said start, everyone stepped on each

others feet. After the activities people had free time. Around 9 p.m., students voted for the Homecoming king

and queen, prince and princess, best dancer, best dressed and best dressed junior, and richest gambler. Seniors

Ryan Lin and Kelly Loo were voted king and queen. Andrew Kao and  Chloe Chen were voted prince and princess.

After the voting came the dancing event. Many said the meal at Homecoming tasted good. There was a lot of

delicious food, drinks and soups. For example they served steak, fried chicken, orange juice and water. It was

also interesting to see people getting accepted and rejected at the event, according to many observant students. 

  2020 Homecoming 
B Y  A N D Y  L I U

LOCAL NEWS
Homecoming - Spirit Week - Thanksgiving Preview
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"It is a great bonding
experience!" 
- Bill Cheng

(Photo/Kelly Ho)
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2020 HAS Spirit Week
B Y  E V O N N E  H S U

In the last week of October,

from Oct. 25 to 30, the entire

HAS student body and the

teachers had their annual spirit

week event. There was an

assigned theme each day

during which students and

teachers wore special clothes

according to day's theme.

Monday was pajama day,

Tuesday was twins day,

Wednesday was hoodie day,

Thursday was hip pop day, and

Friday was Halloween day.

Spirit week is a great way to

develop school spirit within the

students and the teachers,

according to many students. As

junior Kevin Huang recalled,

“Pajama day is my most

memorable theme from the

previous years.” But not every

student dressed up. There were

students  who didn't really

have that "school spirit" and
that's usually one of the
challenges. As HAS’s student
council vice president Ariel Chen
said, “The challenges for spirit
week is definitely to get people to
be willing to dress up so, like, we
can get more people to participate
in our event and to increase
school spirit.”
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Thanksgiving Preview 
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Thanksgiving is one of the biggest holidays that our school celebrates

every year. It is a time when people give thanks for what they have. It is

held every fourth Thursday of November. It is definitely one of the HAS

students and teachers most beloved holidays. According to principal

Wilson, the school celebrates Thanksgiving, “Because we are an

American school, and is just a nice American tradition.” For

Thanksgiving everyone is required to bring different types of dishes,

drinks or snacks for the feast that every student, teacher, and parents are

share together. Principal Wilson stated, “There will be turkey and

mashed potatoes and stuffing and a whole bunch of other food.” During

the Thanksgiving feast, people get an opportunity to get to know each

other better while eating mouth-watering dishes. It will be like

recreating the time when the pilgrims and the natives got together for

the first Thanksgiving feast. After the feast the students will be playing

American football and other activities.

 B Y  A N D R E W  K I M
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"I think it's a
great holiday. It
represents the

beginning of the
holiday season." 

-Principal 
 Wilson

(Photos/Kelly Ho)

The students and teachers enjoy the delicious food that everyone brought during the 2019 HAS Thanksgiving event.



Coleslaw and Other
Veggie Sides - 3

F R E S H  A R T I C L E S
O N  T H I S  I S S U E :

Aaron Shantz - not only is he a literature, psychology and drama teacher,
but also he is a coach of our HAS basketball team. He often arrives at school
around 7 a.m. to mentally prepare himself for the day. In his classroom
there is a mutual understanding between himself and his students. There
are also certain expectations to uphold when in Mr. Shantz’s class. In class,
he expects all students to do their best and participate in the lesson. "It is
alright to not understand, but it is not alright to not try" is the most basic
motto to follow when in his class, said Shantz. Just like the students,
Shantz’s work doesn’t end at 4:30 p.m. In fact, he has much more work
than we as students do. Shantz often takes a nap after dinner, which is
around 6:00 p.m., and wakes up to do more work for school. Sometimes on
Fridays, or when he is not busy, he takes time out of his day to relax and
analyze basketball strategies by watching NBA games. 

FEATURES
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Teacher Spotlight: Mr. Shantz 

Teacher Spotlight: Aaron Shantz - iPhone 12 - Travis Scott+McDonalds
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BY BRYAN SHANTZ

(Photo/Kelly Ho)

Mr. Shantz teaches AP Literature on Tuesday, Oct. 27, 2020. (Photo/Bryan Shantz)
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The new iPhone 12 is coming out soon and information about
it has been released. From the recent leaks we know that the
new iPhone will be referred to a bit differently from past
iPhones. The basic iPhone will be called iPhone 12 mini and
the iPhone Max will be called iPhone 12. The starting price of
the iPhone 12 mini is confirmed which will be $649 USD.
There are some big upgrades confirmed such as the entry
storage capacities will be doubled to 128 GB which fixed the
problems of the starting 64 GB in iPhone Pro.  A few features,
such as 5G connectivity and A14 chip, are the newest
technology compared to past iPhones. Leon Lin, an HAS
sophomore was asked if he'd buy the new device. “No, I just
bought a new iPhone. It’s better than 11, but I don’t think it
worth it,” he said. However, according to Lin he knows
nothing about iPhone 12. “If I am buying it,” he said, “I am
expecting for higher quality, faster gaming system.” This
may be achieved due to the addition of the A14 chip. The
improvement of the new iPhone might be appealing to those
who have a "laggy" iPhone. However, the cost of the new
iPhone 12 might be an obstacle for those who are attracted to
the it. Glen Tsai, a student at HAS and iPhone user said, “If I
have enough money, I will definitely buy it." The iPhone 12
mini will be released on Nov. 6 and the iPhone 12 on Nov. 13,
according to Apple.com.

“I  am expecting
for higher quality,

faster gaming
system.”

Welcome to 5G: iPhone 12 
BY ROBERT WANG

(Photo/ Apple.com)

(Photo/ Apple.com)    

- Leon Lin
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"It  makes me
want to eat

McDonald's ."
- Tanya Hsiao

The first celebrity collaboration with McDonald's happened in

1992 with famous basketball player, Michael Jordan. Thirty

years later, in 2020, McDonald's finally has another

collaboration with a famous celebrity. This collaboration is with

Travis Scott, currently one of the most famous rappers in the

world. Scott has won many awards, including the Billboard

music award for top streaming song and the 2019 BET hip hop

award for best album of the year. This collaboration makes

many of the Travis Scott fans extremely happy. After speaking

with more than 20 HAS, the majority of them expressed

excitement about the collaboration and wanted to find out more.

Tanya Hsiao said in an interview that the collaboration “makes

me want to eat more McDonald's.”  Even though many of the

people interviewed said they don’t enjoy eating McDonald's,

some said that with the Travis Scott collaboration, they are

more willing to try it. 

Travis Scott + McDonald's
 BY JOSEPH CHOU 

(Photo/Overdope.com)

(Photo/Taisounds.com)
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In an interview with senior Ricky Wu, he said, “I don’t

eat McDonald's often, but I really want to buy the food

so I can get the collaboration package." McDonald's is

the most famous fast food restaurant in the world, there

are estimated about 68 millions people bought

McDonald per day,  which is about 1% of the world’s

population, according to Business Insider. Compared to

the other collaborations Scott has been involved with,

this one is much cheaper and accessible for many of his

fans. Scott is the first rapper to have such a unique

relationship with arguably the world's biggest fast food

company. This collaboration gives fans a chance to

support their idol without having to spend lots of

money. “Juice Wrld is one of my favorite rappers," Hisao

said, "It will be good if he has collaboration with

McDonald's.” For HAS students there seems to be a hope

to have more collaborations like this so people can

support their idols. 

(Photo/Rebecca Alter)

(Photo/Student Edge)
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HAS  NEWS   

THE  ULT IMATE  FASH ION  GU IDE  FOR  A  SOPH I S T I CA TED  S TY LE

OCTOBER  2020 ,  I S SUE  1 8

B Y  R Y A N  L I N

On Oct. 6, the HAS boys basketball team had their first away
game of the season playing against AAIA. Even though
spectators were not allowed at the court, the intensity and
nervousness could still be seen before and during the game.
The Wolves had practiced a lot and been working on their game
every week, but they still fell short of winning their first game
against AAIA. The wolves played very solid on defence and gave
the other team a great amount of pressure when attacking the
basket. However, the Wolves were out of their zone offensively
and cold when it came to scoring points for the first half, which
caused a big scoring gap between the teams. Starting from the
second half, HAS began to bring back their rhythm of the game
and started to make shots and free throws, yet it was not
sufficient to close the gap in the score and the game ended with
a final of 45-26.

HAS SPORTS
Boys Basketball: AAIA & Grace Christian Academy Games 

Girls Volleyball: Team Overview & Masks On Wolves
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"Although we lost, I
actually feel good about

how we played."
- Coach Wilson

Wolves' down for the count 



The Leaders of the Pack
B Y  R Y A N  L I N

“Although we lost, I actually feel good about how we played,” said HAS head coach Jeremiah Wilson on
the loss. “We had open looks, we had opportunities to score points, but we just didn’t follow through.”
Coach Wilson believes that the main factor in the loss was the team being hesitant to drive in the paint to
draw fouls when the other team had given a bonus to our team during the 3rd quarter. “We took a lot of
outside shots but did not make a lot of them so ultimately when we come against that again, we’re just
gonna have to keep coming at them.”

On Friday Nov. 20, AAIA will be visiting the HAS homecourt for another basketball game. It’s an
opportunity for them to look forward to getting revenge, according to many players. “Now we know that
team a little better I think we can change up our strategy to take advantage of the strength that we have,”
said coach Aaron Shantz on the upcoming rematch against AAIA.  

T H E  H O W L E R P A G E  1 0

The Wolves bounce back against GCA

Jeremiah Wilson is not only the head coach of the
HAS basketball team, but also teaches journalism,
ESL, and photography. Aaron Shantz plays a
major role in being an assistant coach, giving
second opinions backing up Coach Wilson while
teaching psychology, literature, and drama. Coach
Wilson and Coach Shantz have both dedicated
themselves to building and establishing the HAS
basketball team along with their teaching
responsibilities  in school. Both coaches are very
excited about coaching the team although both
are in the role for the first time. “We got a pretty
solid and deep team with a lot of talent on it,” said
Shantz.(Photo/Ryan Lin) 

Senior Jay Wu is the captain of the HAS boys basketball team. Jay has a lot of experience playing team basketball,
but being the captain of the team for the first time, he is extremely excited and looking forward to the season. Bill
Cheng, who is currently a sophomore, is the co-captain of the team. It is also the first time for Bill to take on a 
 leadership role for the team. ”I think this team is going a very long way,” said Cheng. All of their teammates have
given both captains a great amount of trust and believe they will do a great job leading the team.

B Y  R Y A N  L I N

On Oct. 26, the Wolves had their second away basketball game against
Grace Christian Academy in Taipei. Both the HAS varsity and junior varsity
basketball teams got to compete separately on the court. With good
teamwork and hustle, both teams got their first victory of the season. The
varsity team won 26-10 and the junior varsity won 36-17. The Wolves
played very good defense to stop their opponents from scoring and had a
lot of fast break points, while the other team kept making turnovers. From
this victory against GCA, the Wolves started to rediscover their rhythm and
build a much stronger team chemistry. The Wolves will continue to practice
for their upcoming games in November.

(Photo/Ryan Lin) 

"I think we did super well
against GCA and if we
keep this pace, playing
offense and defense,

we're gonna win a ton
more games."
- Bill Cheng 



HAS Wolves Girls Volleyball Team

Everyone is welcome to join the HAS girls volleyball
team, according its coaches. It doesn't matter if you
don't know how play. Every Monday at practice,
students don't just learn how to play volleyball, but
they also learn sportsmanship. So far, the HAS girls
volleyball team has competed in two games against
TAS and Morrison Academy on Oct. 8 and 12. They
didn't win either game, but everyone tried their best.
One of the coaches, Ms. Smith, said she didn't want
any dead balls, but since the team didn't move enough
and didn't call "mine," they had lots of dead balls. 

BY SHIH-EN SUN

Ms.  Smith and Ms. Jien are our volleyball coaches.  One
of our volleyball coaches, Ms. Smith, said "We can
learn teamwork. We can use it on the court and off the
court." Ms. Smith also played on her middle school
volleyball team. "My experience helped me in
coaching," said Smith. 
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The HAS girls volleyball team played games against both TAS and Morrison Academy.
After the volleyball match against TAS, our team gathered together and took a picture
for memory before they left TAS.

The HAS volleyball team played against TAS. The players did their
best on defense. (Photo/Roxy Jien) 

We  practiced passing and setting at the TAS volleyball court before
the competition. (Photo/Roxy Jien) 

HAS Wolves Volleyball Players

Volleyball Coaches

(Photo/Roxy Jien) 
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Masks On Wolves
BY VICTORIA LO

The TAS and HAS girls volleyball teams competed against
each other on Oct. 8. The players wore face masks during
their game with the aim of raising attention and being
invulnerable on anti Covid-19. Player Shih-En Sun (year
10) plays on the HAS girls volleyball team and she has
been training from the start of the term. “We don’t wear
masks when we are practicing, but in the competition we
do,” said Sun. She also mentioned that “teamwork is not
affected” so there isn’t any impact on that aspect of their
game. A coach for the HAS team, Dane Smith, is a middle
and high school social studies and history teacher. She
said that she thinks "volleyball is indispensable in the way
of collaboration. "

Smith continued, "Especially in tournaments,
communication and teamwork are shown greatly.” Some
players for the team said that they feel like they don’t get
enough oxygen during games. But they did follow the
rules of wearing masks when competing. According to
reports from the BBC, masks will not affect the amount of
air you get, but slow the speed of air.  "Wearing a mask
when playing with TAS didn't really affected the quality of
the play," Sun stated after the match. She believes they
still performed well, even though they lost. "Next time we
will try harder," said Sun.

"Masks on is better than being
spiked by Covid-ball."

                       
              

HAS team photo before comepting against TAS. (Photo/Roxy Jien)

(Photo/Roxy Jien)
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  -Shih-En Sun and Victoria Lo


